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Abstract

This chapter speculatively addresses the nature and effects of metaphorical views that a mind can intermittently use in thinking about itself and other minds, such as the view of mind as a physical space in which ideas have physical locations. Although such views are subjective, it is argued in this chapter that they are nevertheless part of the real nature of the conscious and unconscious mind. In particular, it is conjectured that if a mind entertains a particular (metaphorical) view at a given time, then this activity could of itself cause that mind to become more similar in the short term to how it is portrayed by the view. Hence, the views are, to an extent, self-fulfilling prophecies. In these ways, metaphorical self-reflection, even when distorting and inaccurate, is speculatively an important aspect of the true nature of mind. The chapter also outlines a theoretical approach and related implemented system (ATT-Meta) that were designed for the understanding of metaphorical discourse but that incorporate principles that could be at the core of metaphorical self-reflection in people or future artificial agents.
Introduction:
What Questions Are We Addressing?

(a) What is mind?
(b) What are theories of mind?
(c) What could or should computationally implemented architectures and systems based on theories of mind be like?
(d) How should we respond to a particular sort of fragmentation in the study of mind?

In this chapter, these questions are asked from the indirect point of view of how a mind views itself or other minds rather than directly from the theoretical observer’s point of view of determining what the mind really is. As a result, reflection on the above issues (a through d) is roughly as follows, where (a) and (b) have been collapsed together:

(ab2) How does a mind view itself (what kinds of theories does it have about itself); how does it view other minds; and how do these matters interact with the question of what minds really are?

(c2) What could or should computationally implemented architectures and systems involving minds’ views of minds be like?

(d2) How should we respond to a particular sort of fragmentation in minds’ views of minds?

The move to these issues from Issues a through d might be thought to be twisting the latter too far. But behind ab2 is a claim that how a mind views itself is part of, and can affect, the real nature of that mind itself. After all, one important aspect of a mind is its process of thinking (consciously or unconsciously) about itself. How it views itself is then a bald fact about that mind. For instance, to make the point vividly, it may view itself as being a physical being trapped inside the body and able to have a life outside that body if only it could get out. Theories of mind must take into account the views and theories that minds have about themselves and each other, even if they are highly inaccurate or irrational. If a mind thought it was made out of fire and water, then the fact that it thought that is an important fact about that mind, even though it is not actually made out of fire and water.

But, more deeply, the author will claim that a view that a mind has of its own nature at some particular time can, so to speak, entrain that mind to become, at
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